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Life & Times

A truth universally acknowledged:
moving to Universal Credit leads to large debt and poor mental health
As GPs working or supporting those at
the Deep End in Sheffield,1 we are bracing
ourselves on behalf of patients for the
introduction of Universal Credit over the
coming winter. At the most difficult time of
the year to be living in poverty, Citizens Advice
has told us that the transition will affect
63 000 Sheffield residents.
We know, from areas where Universal
Credit has already been introduced, that the
process is likely to incur delays for claimants,
with subsequent increased debt for some
of our most vulnerable patients.2 This has
been backed up by the National Audit Office,
who describe people who ‘… have suffered
difficulties and hardship during the rollout
of the full service’.3 It also reflects some of
our patients’ chaotic experiences who have
been part of the early rollout (3000 Sheffield
residents). We have heard from a trusted
community group that a ‘loan shark’ has
already moved in to one estate in the city
and is getting ready for new customers who
have had their benefits stopped or delayed.
Organisations such as the Trussell Trust
report that the ‘universal support’ system is
not reaching the most vulnerable claimants,
who often need help to negotiate the online
system: ‘Debt is not only an outcome of
Universal Credit’s design, but a feature of
it.’ 4 Sadly, the local ‘sharks’ are likely to have
easier access than ‘universal support’, with
dire consequences for their clients.
PATIENTS WILL NEED US EVEN MORE
We predict that demand for appointments will
be even higher than normal this winter during
the transition to Universal Credit: Deep End
GPs know that patients need more support
when there is a problem with their benefits.
We can be a trusted, accessible port in a
storm. Sometimes we are of practical help
and can signpost to community organisations
such as food banks, Citizens Advice, and
credit unions (https://sheffieldcreditunion.
com). Sometimes we do what Deep End GPs
do: listen and try to ameliorate the physical
and mental health impacts of stress, fear,
and poverty.
A particular challenge for us is the request

for a letter to support a benefit application
or appeal. Our local LMC has advised us not
to write these letters.5 However, patients,
judges, and local charities have said that
these letters are invaluable to make a
decision; we can describe the impact of
a condition or illness on patient function,
even if it is just to say how they walked in
the room or got on the examination couch.
We struggle not to advocate for the patient
sat in front of us when asked, even though
we know our workload is rising and this will
create more work for us. Some practices
charge for letters or refuse to write them.
We understand this as we know that practice
income and workload are not fair; the extra
workload of working in deprived areas is not
recognised. However, we are not sure that it
is fair to shift the unfairness of practice pay
and a broken benefits system to our poorest
patients. Perhaps we should demand more
from the Department of Work and Pensions
instead? Could we devise a template or
proforma that would be easier to complete?
Finally, if we decide not to provide support
for patients as they navigate the complex
benefits system, are we not going against our
duties as doctors? The GMC tells us to ‘Give
patients the information they want or need in
a way they can understand’ and to ‘Work with
colleagues in ways that best serve patients’
interests’.6 In the meantime, some of us will
continue to advocate for our patients and
know we will be writing many more letters
this winter. We are also thinking of how we
can help support our patients in what may
be the hardest winter we have seen in our
working lifetime. Sadly, we predict that the
mortality rate that was shown to have risen
this year7 is likely to be even higher next year.
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